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TRMC™-19-F
GSM/GPRS/3G DATALOGGER
TRMC™-19-F: telemetery network
The TRMC™-19-F is a datalogger/dataconcentrator of measures
GSM/GPRS/3G running on battery. It was developed for the specific
needs of the distributors of energy (water, gas, electricity).
The TRMC™-19-F possesses the characteristics which will allow you to
set up an efficient, affordable and open telemetry network.

Advantages of the TRMC™
TRMC -19-F
✔ Adaptable as per your wishes
✔ Multi-manufacturers compatibility
✔ Battery powered, low power consumption
✔ Expandable, adjustable
✔ Remote communication
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Remote control and measure

Applications
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Meter reading (water, gas, electricity)
Remote control and monitoring installations
Automatic billing
Power management
Live monitoring of network status
Consumption profile of clients

How does it work ?
The main function is to store and to transmit indexes and
consumption values. Indexes and values result from external
meters which are connected to the TRMC™-19-F either by wire or
by radio.
The TRMC™-19-F stores the values with regular interval then
transmits them to a server. Thanks to diverse mechanisms of
security, the communication is very reliable. The data arrives
directly to the server and can be exported to Excel format.
Tetraedre provides the software of data display (TDS™) as well as
various interfaces towards other software (SAP, EDM,...)
The TRMC™-19-F consumes low energy, it can so run with
batteries during several months or several years.

TRMC™
TRMC -19-F adaptable according to your
needs
The TRMC™-19-F has a consequent advantage: it is flexible and
programmable according to your needs. We are designers of these
devices it means that we can adapt them at your convenience. It
is also possible to add an extension to increase the functionality of
the device. The TRMC™-19-F is also compatible with several
manufacturers (Itron, GwF, M-BUS, Diehl, Aquametro, Elster Ek260, EK-280, Elgas Elcor etc.).

